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The decades-long dispute over scale effects in the theory of
economic growth
Steven Bond-Smith†
March 2019
Abstract

The so-called ‘new growth theory’ is characterized by the now Nobel Prize winning insight that
ideas are a non-rival input to and output from endogenous investment in innovation. Non-rivalry
implies increasing returns to scale, but this also unintentionally creates an empirically-disputed
scale effect that a growing population implies an ever-increasing growth rate. Empirical evidence supports fully-endogenous growth without scale effects, but theoretical issues sustain the
decades-long dispute over exactly how to negate the scale effect. This article surveys theoretical
approaches to resolving the scale effect and shows how four generations of endogenous growth
theory are defined by the maturing of modeling techniques for constraining increasing returns.
The synthesis suggests that the dispute over scale effects is really a narrative about how the powerful application of increasing returns has followed a standard theoretical development pattern.
This implies that a fourth generation is now emerging that negates the scale effect while retaining fully-endogenous growth without relying on assumptions of linearity. Instead, the market
response to excessive increasing returns to innovation constrains explosive growth by expanding
the market, rather than by a linear assumption. This latest class of endogenous growth models
may be the final chapter to resolving the long running dispute.
JEL Classifications: E10; L16; O41
Keywords: endogenous growth; scale effects; increasing returns; innovation; invention.
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Introduction

The so-called ‘new growth theory’ began with Paul Romer’s (1990) now Nobel Prize winning insight that
ideas are a non-rival input to and output from investment in innovation in return for temporary monopoly
profits. Non-rivalry implies increasing returns to scale, which is fundamental to endogenizing growth, because
productivity depends only on the stock of ideas rather than its division between people. Increasing returns
enabled Romer (1990) to endogenise research and development into long run models of growth. This means
that the incentives for investing in technological change come from economic factors and economic policies
can influence the rate of growth by changing the incentives faced by those developing new technologies. In
particular, endogenous growth theory implies that increased research effort leads to a faster rate of idea
discovery and a higher rate of growth. Increasing returns is also the basis for many other intuitive results in
economics, but increasing returns appears in new growth theory in very a unique way: the scale of production
of ideas.
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However, this also implies the scale effect: that a growing population leads to explosive growth due to
constant growth in the number of researchers making use of the same non-rival ideas. The first generation
of endogenous growth models (Romer, 1986, 1990; Grossman & Helpman, 1991; Aghion & Howitt, 1992)
are all characterized by this unintended and empirically-disputed (Jones, 1995b) scale effect. Subsequent
theorists have debated for decades over the appropriate modeling techniques to remove such scale effects
while retaining endogenous innovation to reflect economic growth in the real world. The latest Nobel Prize
in economics brings an opportunity to reflect on how growth theory has progressed to incorporate the
concepts of non-rival ideas and increasing returns within theoretical models that reflect empirical realities.
This article surveys the key contributions in the debate about scale effects in the theory of economic
growth by focusing on the particular techniques used to negate explosive growth. The synthesis here shows
how the dispute over scale effects can be characterised by a repeated developmental pattern that now applies
solutions that solve for equilibrium under increasing returns to the concept of producing ideas. In this way,
the dispute over scale effects is really a narrative about the powerful and useful nature of increasing returns
to scale and the intellectual challenge to solve its paradoxical equilibrium.
Jones (1995b) identified that data showed constant growth over time despite a growing population. In
response, Jones (1995a), Kortum (1997) and Segerstrom (1998) argue that scale effects should be removed
by diminishing the marginal productivity of cumulative research effort such that ideas become ‘harder to
find’. These models assume diminishing returns to the scale of cumulative ideas as a kind of modeling trick
that diminishes the impact of increasing returns due to population growth, until there is constant returns
to scale for innovation in the balanced growth path. In this way, the properties of the balanced growth
path do not require a linear assumption to prevent explosive growth. However, Jones (1995a) describes
these second generation models as ‘semi-endogenous’, because long run growth rates are unaffected by
research effort and only sustained by population growth even though innovation is an equilibrium response
of profit maximizing agents. Nordhaus (1969) also noted that population growth might be required to
sustain technological improvement. Alternatively, Young (1998), Dinopoulos & Thompson (1998), Peretto
(1998) and Howitt (1999) contend that allowing the number of varieties to expand with population negates
the aggregate scale effect by spreading growing research effort across more varieties, while retaining ‘fullyendogenous’ growth for quality improving innovations. In this way, the aggregate scale of increasing returns
for innovation is diminished by the entry of new varieties. These ‘Schumpeterian’ growth models contend
that increased innovation effort does indeed increase the long run growth rate through improvements in
industry productivity. Finally, in what this article argues to be the fourth generation (4G), Peretto (2018)
allows for ideas to be explosive with ‘excessive’ increasing returns, but growth is constrained because ideas
expand in two dimensions.
There are many ways in which each generation of models can be identified as distinct. The synthesis
here identifies the development of modeling techniques along three conceptual themes. Firstly, the different
approaches used to resolve the scale effect are essentially repeated applications of various techniques to solve
for equilibrium under increasing returns in a different context. For example, in much the same way as free
entry and imperfect competition constrains the impact of increasing returns on prices, the entry of varietyexpanding ideas constrains the impact of increasing returns on innovation. Secondly, semi-endogneous and
4G models differ from first generation and Schumpeterian models, because constant growth is a characteristic
of the balanced growth path rather than restrictive assumptions about the functional form of technological
change.1 Thirdly, the different approaches vary by the extent that such restrictive assumptions remain to
negate the scale effect if the particular entry mechanism is insufficient. Given the absence of any linear
assumptions at all in Peretto (2018), the dispute over scale effects in the theory of endogenous growth may
be finally reaching a conclusion.
The article is closely related to other attempts to reconcile the various approaches to remove scale effects
in the endogenous growth literature. Jones (2002) suggests that rising research intensity and education levels
can sustain higher constant growth rates temporarily, driving a large portion of recent U.S. growth, while
long run growth is still only dependent on population growth. On the other hand De Long & Summers
(1991), Mankiw et al. (1992) and Young (1995) contend that recent growth trends may be more related
to diminishing returns to capital, in all its forms, rather than the nature of innovation. Similarly, Gordon
(2018) and Madsen (2018) identify that a number of transitional events explain higher rates of growth
since the industrial revolution such that long run growth rates could be expected to diminish, whether
growth is semi- or fully-endogenous. Jones & Romer (2010) acknowledge that first generation and semi-
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endogenous models both closely match stylized facts about growth over relatively long periods such as a
century. The hybrid models in Cozzi (2017a,b) propose that technological improvement can be caused by
both semi- and fully- endogenous components. However, even when growth is minimally caused by the
semi-endogenous element, this factor dominates the long run such that growth is only fully-endogenous if
population growth is negative or shrinking (Cozzi, 2017b). Alternatively, combining semi-endogenous and
Schumpeterian growth using a CES aggregator suggests the dominance of one or the other depends upon
whether semi-endogenous or Schumperterian growth are complements or substitutes (Cozzi, 2017a). This
article takes a different approach by recognizing that the proposed solutions to remove the scale effect follow
a standard theoretical development pattern for reconciling increasing returns at the firm level and negating
their impact in aggregate.
The article makes five distinct contributions to the literature. Firstly, Section 2 redefines the scale
effect problem in terms of increasing returns and explosiveness in the development of endogenous growth
theory. Section 3 surveys key theoretical contributions to the decades-long dispute about how to correctly
model endogenous growth without scale effects while retaining increasing returns. This synthesis brings
together the various strands of theoretical research to shed light on the similarities and differences between
the various approaches and assumptions that define four generations of theoretical models. In doing so, the
third contribution of the paper becomes clear by identifying and defining the latest generation of models
that is emerging. In particular, mechanisms respond to excessive increasing returns to achieve linearity in
the steady state and only in the steady state, not by assumption. Such mechanisms negate explosive ideas,
the scale effect and the linearity critique. While the focus of this article is on theoretical methods, Section
4 briefly surveys the empirical evidence. Lastly, discussion of the dispute implies that this fourth generation
has finally resolved the decades long dispute. This sends research in an all new direction to examine how
the market responds to excessive returns to innovation allowing explosive ideas but constraining explosive
growth. Lastly, Section 6 offers some concluding thoughts for future research.

2

The scale effect, increasing returns and explosiveness in growth
theory

To understand the scale effect and its proposed solutions, it is helpful to first consider the development
of new growth theory. The simplest model of growth assumes perfect competition and growth by capital
accumulation, but growth is unsustainable if capital faces diminishing returns. In response, Solow (1956)
augments capital with improvements in exogenous technology such that growth is sustained solely through
improvements in Total Factor Productivity (TFP). That is, technological improvement increases production,
inducing investment and an expanding capital stock. While growth accounting attributes a share of growth
to capital deepening, all capital deepening in the steady state is induced by TFP growth so all output growth
is a result of TFP growth. On this basis, growth theories focus on technological change as the engine of
growth. But Solow (1956) offers no explanation for technological improvement. Romer (1990) explained that
technological improvement was the result of profit maximizing agents investing in research effort in return
for temporary monopoly profits. Romer (1990) emphasizes that knowledge spillovers allow researchers to
benefit from the existing stock of non-rival ideas as inspiration for discovering new non-rival ideas.
Non-rivalry enables increasing returns to scale, because only one version of the original idea is required
to increase output. For example, a business can double its output by replicating its factory. The factory
design or idea can be used to build many factories so is considered non-rivalrous. But a business can more
than double its output if its new factory uses a new design. There is constant returns to scale in the rivalrous
factors of production, such as labor and capital, but there is increasing returns to scale in the rivalrous and
non-rivalrous factors combined.
Increasing returns is a much older and broader problem for economic theory, because it is incompatible
with perfect competition. The puzzle of finding equilibrium in theoretical models with increasing returns
is a paradox of economic theory that dates back to Adam Smith’s division of labor. Among other things,
increasing returns in new growth theory implies that the price of an idea is not constrained by its marginal
product. Romer (1990) is not the first to notice the process of invention, the accumulation of knowledge
or the role of knowledge spillovers, but technological change with increasing returns to scale was difficult to
formalize in earlier models. As a result, growth models had left technological change effectively exogenous.
3

For example, Arrow (1962) argued that new knowledge is the result of learning by doing, with discoveries
emerging due to industry wide cumulative investment and production. Nordhaus (1969) sketches a model
of invention in which the cost of invention extracts the future surplus of patent rents, as in the free entry
condition, but technology remained effectively exogenous for technical reasons. In sharing the Nobel prize
with Paul Romer, William Nordhaus is recognised for his contribution to integrating climate change into
long-run macroeconomic analysis, but this synthesis implies a much closer relationship with Paul Romer’s
work. However, William Nordhaus acknowledges himself that incorporating technological change into long
run models of growth was at that stage “too hard”.2
Avinash Dixit and Joseph Stiglitz’s (1977) model of monopolistic competition provided the technical
solution that enabled firms to earn monopoly profits, above marginal cost. This provides the incentive for
investing in R&D. Krugman (1979, 1991) showed how this tool could be embedded into a static general
equilibrium model. Romer (1986) showed how to solve the dynamic model. The last step was combining
these tools with the concept of non-rival ideas in a single model. Romer (1990) formalizes the insights of
earlier theorists using these new tools that deal with increasing returns in a dynamic general equilibrium
model. Many of the fields that resolve this issue using the Dixit-Stiglitz (1977) model of monopolistic
competition are also referred to as so-called ‘new’ theories in economics. It is perhaps no surprise that some
pioneers of new growth theory had previously worked on new trade theories (for example Helpman (1981);
Helpman & Krugman (1985)).
Yet increasing returns is particularly unique in new growth theory, because ideas are the non-rival input
and output from innovation. Increasing returns only requires an increase in the rival factors of production
to proportionally increase output, but the non-rival factor is increasing endogenously. As a result, the
concurrent flow of ideas and population growth continually increase the scale of research effort and the
rate of technological improvement, implying a growth rate that increases to infinity in finite time. That
is, constant growth in the rival factors of production implies explosive growth.3 Such explosive growth is
constrained in first generation models by the restrictive assumption of no population growth. The focus of
this article is the dispute over the appropriate theoretical techniques to resolve this unique form of increasing
returns without such restrictive assumptions.
However, this is not the only restrictive assumption that constrains explosive growth. Growth models
typically require a critical ‘knife-edge’ assumption that at least one differential equation is linear to facilitate
positive growth but avoid explosive growth (Jones, 1999, 2005). That is, there is some differential equation
Ẋ = f X where X is a model specific variable that grows indefinitely in the steady state and f is effectively
assumed constant with respect to X (Jones, 2005). Anything less than linear eventually results in zero
growth while anything more than linear is explosive. The so-called ‘linearity critique’ is that such strict
linear assumptions must be justified on more than just technical reasons (Jones, 1999, 2005).
Endogenous growth theories can be defined into generations by the linearity critique. First generation
models make this linear assumption in the aggregate ideas production function. Semi-endogenous models
take the logical approach of assuming linearity only within population growth. Schumpeterian models assume
the ideas production function is linear at the industry level.
The critique is particularly directed at first-generation and Schumpeterian models because the assumption is made in the innovation equation itself, sustaining the debate about the appropriateness of such
assumptions. The semi-endogenous growth model is appealing since increasing returns is retained in the
production of ideas, but constant growth emerges as a property of the model in the balanced growth path.
Yet semi-endogenous models deny the purpose of endogenizing innovation into growth models in the first
place, requiring the semi- label, because per capita long run growth is unaffected by research effort.
The wealth of empirical evidence seems to support fully-endogenous Schumpeterian growth,4 but the
linearity critique fuels counteractive research in support of semi-endogenous growth5 including recent studies
showing that ideas are becoming ‘harder to find’ (Bloom et al., 2018). This on-going dispute between
economists about how to correctly model endogenous growth when theoretical models are confronted with
contradictory empirical evidence requires a resolution in order to influence effective real-world innovation
and growth policy (Romer, 2015).
The way ideas build on each other does not necessarily need to be limited by linearity. Paul Romer
describes that ideas are compounding: that the list of possible ideas does not just add up, it multiplies.6
Linear assumptions are simply a modeling trick to allow a balanced growth path to be found. Romer (1994)
is even explicit about this with respect to the linear specification in Romer (1990). In this way, explosiveness
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may not need to be entirely disallowed. The last piece of the puzzle that enables explosive ideas but prevents
explosive growth and the scale effect is missing from Schumpeterian growth theory. On this basis, the market
response approach developed in Peretto (2018) should be considered as a new fourth generation of endogenous
growth theory. This class of models negates explosiveness without linear assumptions by allowing a market
response to ‘excessive’ increasing returns and population growth. This allows explosive ideas but leads to
the required linearity as an equilibrium outcome in the steady state and only in the steady state. Peretto
(2018) proposes product proliferation as such a mechanism. As a result, explosive growth is constrained by
the entry of new industries in response to both population growth and ‘excessive’ increasing returns.

3

A disputed theory

It would be impossible to review every theoretical contribution in the long-running debate about scale effects,
let alone about the role of increasing returns in economic growth, but this section considers the crucial models
that have developed since Romer (1990).
With the help of simple ‘toy’ models, this section briefly outlines four generations of R&D based growth
models: (i) initial models of endogenous growth that imply a scale effect; (ii) semi-endogenous growth
where scale effects are removed, but long run growth rates are unaffected by policies to support R&D; (iii)
Schumpeterian endogenous growth models without scale effects that impose the linearity assumption with
respect to firm-level technological improvement; and the latest (iv) 4G class of models in which a mechanism
responds to excessive increasing returns and population growth to constrain explosive growth, not by linear
assumption.
Consider an economy where final output is given by Yt = Aσt LY t where LY t is labor used in production,
At represents the stock of knowledge or technological productivity and σ is a parameter for calibration. In
order to focus on technological change as the sole engine of growth in the steady state, the role of physical
capital and human capital is ignored. Research effort builds on the existing stock of knowledge to develop new
ideas and increase productivity. There is free entry for entrepreneurs who can develop a new idea that builds
on the knowledge stock. The exact micro-details of imperfect competition between entrepreneurs varies
between models, but essentially price is constrained above its marginal product by imperfect competition
and all profits from invention are used for research due to the free entry condition. The flow of new ideas
is given by the function Ȧt = f (LAt , At ) where LAt is labor devoted to research effort. Along the balanced
growth path, a constant share of labor (s) is employed in research such that LAt = sLt . Several alternative
functions for Ȧt have been proposed.

3.1

First generation models of endogenous growth

Romer (1990) recognized the non-rivalry and accumulation of ideas in the innovation production function.
While Romer (1990) assumes that growth comes with an increasing variety of designs, Grossman & Helpman
(1991) and Aghion & Howitt (1992) develop similar models where growth comes in the form of productivity
or quality improvements to a fixed number of intermediate varieties or sectors. Helpman (1992) shows how
increasing variety and quality improvement are largely equivalent. While each model has differing microstructures, these first generation models endogenize growth by firms investing in research effort to generate
technological improvements that enable the firm to collect temporary monopoly profits as the incentive for
investment.
In these first generation models, the function
Ȧt = γLAt At

(1)

describes how new ideas improve productivity over time where γ > 0 is a parameter for calibration. With
Yt
= Aσt (1 − s)
labor market clearing, per capita output along the balanced growth path is given by yt = L
t
such that per capita productivity is proportional to the stock of knowledge. Taking the time derivative using
the chain rule and dividing by output yields the per capita growth rate
gy =

y˙t
Ȧt
= σγLAt = σ
= σγsL.
yt
At
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(2)

Constant research effort yields sustained growth, but population size implies the level of research effort
due to a constant share of labor devoted to research. This generates a scale effect where the growth rates of
Ȧt
) and output are proportional to the size of the population gAt = γsLt . Intuitively, the
technology (gA = A
t
scale effect is caused by a combined effect of a larger population increasing the supply of R&D workers that
all make use of the same stock of cumulative non-rival ideas and increasing the size of the market that is
captured by a successful innovator. This implies that a population growing at a rate of n results in a growth
rate that increases to infinity in finite time (gAt = γsL0 ent ). This is referred to as the ‘scale effect’ in its
‘strong’ form, where long run per capita growth, is an increasing function of both the knowledge stock and
the scale of the economy. The scale effect implies that larger economies grow faster than smaller ones and
that population growth implies an ever-increasing (explosive) growth rate (See Figure 1).
[Figure 1 here]

3.2

Second generation, semi-endogenous growth models without scale effects

According to first generation theories, permanent changes in the potential determinants of long run growth
should lead to permanent changes in long run growth. In critiquing first generation models, Jones (1995b)
showed that TFP growth in the United States has remained constant, despite increasing investment in R&D
and an increasing number of scientists and engineers. In response, Jones (1995a) proposed a second generation
endogenous growth model without scale effects. In second generation models (Jones, 1995a; Kortum, 1997;
Segerstrom, 1998) it is assumed that research becomes more difficult with cumulative innovation due to
increasing technological sophistication. The initial appeal of this particular approach is that it explains why
increased research effort over time due to population growth has not resulted in higher long run growth rates.
As with first generation models, each model has differing micro-structures and all assume that technological improvement comes from investment in research effort by profit-maximizing agents in order to
acquire temporary monopoly profits. In contrast to first generation models, any increase in effort only results in a temporary increase in the growth rate as technological improvements are constantly eaten away
by diminishing returns to the cumulative knowledge stock. As a result, these models imply that additional
research effort only affects the level of income and has no affect on the long run growth rate, attracting the
label ‘semi -endogenous’. Despite this result, the market failure that justifies support for innovation due to
knowledge spillovers still applies but is measured in terms of level effects rather than changes in the long run
growth rate. Therefore, semi-endogenous growth models still typically acknowledge a strong role for R&D
policy to optimize research effort.
In these models, the function
Ȧt = γLλAt Aφt
(3)
describes how productivity improves over time. Duplication implies diminishing returns to additional research
effort at a point in time since some share of additional effort is wasted on tasks that are also performed by
others. The parameter 0 < λ < 1 allows for duplication in research effort where λ = 1 implies that no
researchers duplicate the effort of other researchers and λ = 0 implies that all researchers duplicate the
effort of other researchers (Jones, 1995a). R&D becomes progressively more difficult as the ideas that are
easiest to discover are found first, implying diminishing returns to the knowledge stock at a point in time.
The parameter φ > 0 describes how research builds upon past knowledge discoveries, but φ < 1 implies this
increasing difficulty due to increasing technological sophistication. A recent empirical study suggests that
ideas are more difficult to find over time (Bloom et al., 2018). γ > 0 is a parameter for calibration.
As in first generation models, labor market clearing requires that per capita output along the balanced
Yt
= Aσt (1 − s) such that per capita productivity is proportional to the stock
growth path is given by yt = L
t
of knowledge. Taking the time derivative of per capita output and solving for the steady state per-capita
growth rate finds that the long run per capita growth rate is proportional to the growth rate of knowledge.
A stable balanced growth path requires that yy˙tt is constant such that both Ȧt and At grow at the same rate.
Rearranging the ideas production function to find the growth rate of technology, gA =
differentiating with respect to time, a balanced growth path where
gA =

λn
γ (1 − φ)
6

Ȧt
At

Ȧt
At

= γLλAt Aφ−1
and
t

is constant implies
(4)

σλn
and gy = γ(1−φ)
, where n is the population growth rate. As a result, long run growth is unaffected by the
proportion of labor devoted to research and only related to the population growth rate.
These models imply that the steady state productivity of cumulative knowledge diminishes over time
(see Figure 2) but a growing population can sustain growth in per capita incomes. The parameter φ plays
a critical role. If φ = 1 the model reverts to the standard endogenous growth case, with some nuances. But
if φ < 1, growth diminishes until it is matched by the rate of population growth, leading to the balanced
growth path. If φ > 1 then growth is explosive, even without population growth. This specification also
has implications for the predictions of endogenous growth models. For example, Aghion et al. (2017) finds
that if artificial intelligence (AI) is able to produce new ideas then AI would have only transitory effects on
growth if φ < 1 but would imply greater long run growth rates if φ = 1.
[Figure 2 here]
While research effort is endogenous, growth is constant, because the increasing scale of innovation effort
is matched in the balanced growth path by diminishing returns to the extent of knowledge through φ < 1 .
In much the same way as Solow’s assumption of exogenous technological improvement mitigated diminishing
returns to capital accumulation, population growth mitigates diminishing returns to cumulative knowledge.
To see this, return to the intermediate steps in the product rule when differentiating the growth rate gA =
φ−1
Ȧt
λ
with respect to time. Holding the stock of knowledge constant and differentiating with
At = γLAt At
respect to time, the equation


!
∂ gA,Ȧt =0
L̇t Ȧt
=γ
(5)
∂t
Lt At

describes how the growth rate increases over time due to increasing returns to the scale of research effort
from population growth, as in the scale effect. Similarly, holding population constant and differentiating
with respect to time, the equation


!
∂ gA,L˙t =0
Ȧt Ȧt
= (φ − 1) γ
(6)
∂t
At At
describes how the growth rate diminishes over time due to increasing difficulty until growth would be eventually zero in the balanced growth path, since φ < 1. Taken together, the diminishing returns assumption
effectively nullifies the compounding nature of the scale effect. Reasserting that both the knowledge stock
∂ (gA,A˙ =0 )
∂ (gA,L˙ =0 )
A)
t
t
and population grow over time, the balanced growth path implies ∂(g
+
= 0, which
∂t =
∂t
∂t
λn
can be easily solved for the constant growth rate gA = γ(1−φ) .
The semi-endogenous approach is appealing, because the innovation function is not linear yet constant
growth emerges as a property of the balanced growth path through the interaction between increasing and
diminishing returns to increasing scale and cumulative knowledge respectively. Linearity is still assumed
in population growth but is not assumed in the critical growth equation. Li (2000) followed these models
with a combination of both product variety and quality ladders dimensions of R&D that can generate fullyendogenous growth without scale effects but showed that if there are spillovers between the horizontal and
vertical dimensions of R&D then such a model still generates semi-endogenous growth.
The scale effect is not removed entirely. Semi-endogenous growth models still have what Jones (2005)
describes as ‘weak’ scale effects. In the balanced growth path, growth rates are unaffected by scale, but the
size of an economy exhibits increasing returns to scale affecting per capita incomes. Jones (2005) argues
that such an assumption is merely a characteristic of the non-rival input to innovation: existing ideas. Yet
economists should also strive to understand the mechanisms that might cause such income effects, rather
than rely on almost arbitrary side-effects of assumptions. Such assumptions seem almost lazy, raising more
questions than they answer, because where do you draw the boundaries to test such predictions in a world
of multi-national corporations and global supply chains? Even Jones (2005) recognizes that evidence of any
weak form of scale effects can only be found in special case, approximated experiments. Recognizing such
limitations, recent proposals suggest that removing scale assumptions altogether is important for modeling
regional growth such that practical mechanisms can be used to explain and understand the source of any
observed scale effects at the regional level, such as sources of agglomeration economies (Bond-Smith et al.,
2018).
7

In addition to the linearity critique, political ideals of small government may also fuel support for semiendogenous growth theories by misinterpreting the implications of the conclusion that support for R&D has
no effect on long run growth rates. The market failure that arises from the non-rival nature of knowledge is
still present in these models. For example, Jones & Williams (1998) use a semi-endogenous model to show
that optimal R&D investment is at least two to four times actual investment. Instead, support for R&D
has transitional impacts on growth rates and level effects on incomes and welfare. Jones (1997) finds that
support for R&D could even diminish the long-run growth rate, but describes that support is still welfare
improving because of the level effects. The implication that governments shouldn’t support R&D is not a
characteristic of the debate about how to remove scale effects. Instead the scale effects dispute relates only
to what is observed as a result of such support.

3.3

Schumpeterian endogenous growth models without scale effects

Alternatively, to prevent explosive growth, Young (1998) recognized that a larger population leads to a
larger number of firms and a wider variety of products, but growth is ultimately related to the growth rate of
firm-specific quality. These so-called ‘Schumpeterian’ endogenous growth models negate the scale effect by
recognizing two dimensions of innovation, quality improvements and new varieties (Young, 1998; Dinopoulos
& Thompson, 1998; Peretto, 1998). This allows variety to expand in proportion to population growth and
retains endogenous quality improvements as the engine of growth. While the assumptions of each model
differ, implying various modeling limitations, each model retains fully-endogenous growth in firm or sector
level productivity such that the long run growth rate can be influenced by research effort. While growth
in Young (1998) is not influenced by a proportional R&D subsidy, it is still considered fully-endogenous,
because long run growth is influenced by innovation effort through alternative R&D support policies that
either focus solely on quality improvements (Dinopoulos & Thompson, 1999) or on the intensity of R&D
(Young, 1998).7
To retain the stylized fact that long run growth is influenced by proportional support for research effort,
(Howitt, 1999) adds an assumption that it becomes progressively more difficult to develop additional varieties
for larger populations. This insight also helps to explain declining innovation productivity as observed by
Jones (1995b) while retaining fully-endogenous growth.
In the Schumpeterian class of models, firm level innovation is the important
iα Output by firm
h´ function.
1
Ft
σ
α
i is given by Yit = Ait LY it with aggregate economic output given by Yt = 0 Yit di where F = ηL
represents the number of varieties at time t, η is constant and α describes consumers’ love of variety. In
these models, the function
(7)
A˙it = γLAit Ait
describes firm level innovation in technology improvements, where γ > 0 is a parameter for calibration and
´F A
´F
Ait = 0 t Fjtt dj represents economy-wide productivity. Labor market clearing requires 0 t (LY it + LAit ) di =
L. Following Laincz & Peretto (2006) the symmetric equilibrium can be used to understand aggregate productivity such that economy wide output can be represented by Yt = Ftα Aσt LY t where A and L now represent
firm averages. As a result, average productivity improves according to Ȧt = γLAt At such that the functional form of first generation models applies at the firm level. Aggregate output per capita is given by
Yt
yt = L
= Ftα−1 Aσt (1 − s). Differentiating with respect to time finds that growth is dependent upon ret
search effort at the firm or sector level. Similarly, rearranging the flow of ideas finds that the growth rate of
technology is
Ȧt
= γLAt .
(8)
At
Similarly, the growth rate of per capita output is a function of the growth rate of technology at the firm
F˙t
t
level, yy˙tt = (α − 1) F
+ σ Ȧ
At with some portion of growth due to specialization or consumers’ love of variety.
t
Removing this love of variety effect by specifying α = 1 does not remove fully-endogenous growth. With
˙t
Lt
labor market clearing, per capita growth can also be written as ẏytt = (θ − 1) F
Ft + σγs Ft . As Ft is itself a
function of Lt , growth is not dependent on the size of the economy but on research effort and technological
improvement at the firm or sector level. Increased research effort by firms or industries influence the growth
rate such that growth is fully-endogenous without scale effects.
gAt =
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These models borrow techniques from Industrial Organization by recognizing that the entry of variety
expanding ideas in response to population growth mitigates increasing returns to innovation by spreading
research effort over a wider variety of ideas. In much the same way as free entry constrains the impact
of increasing returns on prices, the entry of variety expanding ideas constrains the impact of increasing
returns from a growing population on innovation. However, since the linear functional form of innovation
in first generation models applies at the firm level this linear assumption essentially performs the same task
as it did in first generation models: preventing explosive growth. That is, these models use the entry of
new varieties to control for the impact of increasing returns from population growth in order to remove the
scale effect but disallow ‘excessive’ or ‘insufficient’ increasing returns to cumulative ideas by making a strict
linear assumption. This strict assumption leads to the key criticism of Schumpeterian models known as the
linearity critique.
There are two so-called ‘knife-edge’ assumptions used to criticize Schumpeterian models. First and
foremost, growth models require that at least one differential equation is effectively assumed to be linear in
order to sustain growth and avoid explosive growth. That is, there is always a differential equation Ẋ = f X
where X is a model specific variable that grows indefinitely and f can have a variety of functional forms
but is effectively constant with respect to X. Growiec (2007) provides a proof that such a linear function
is required, although Peretto (2018) shows that linearity is only required to be a property of the steady
state. In neoclassical and first generation models, X refers to technology or ideas. In semi-endogenous
models, X refers to population. In Schumpeterian models, X refers to product quality. The linearity
critique asks that such strict linear assumptions be justified (Jones, 1999, 2005). The assumption of linear
population growth is not controversial since it is well-known that population expands in proportion to its
size. While semi-endogenous models are still subject to a linear assumption, Jones (1997, 2005) argue that
the logical place for assuming linearity is within population growth, as in Jones (1995a), and that this is
the least obtrusive approach. However it comes with the unfortunate side-effect of growth not remaining
fully-endogenous.8 For first-generation models and the Schumpeterian models by Young (1998); Dinopoulos
& Thompson (1998); Peretto (1998) and Howitt (1999), the linearity critique applies to the growth equation
itself. Secondly, product proliferation in Schumpeterian models is assumed exactly proportional to the
growth of some resource endowment such as population. This mitigates the scale effect but introduces
another critical ‘knife-edge’ assumption.
Li (2000) argues that Schumpeterian models have an additional assumption of no knowledge spillovers
between vertical and horizontal dimensions of R&D and that by relaxing this additional assumption, these
models regress to semi-endogenous growth. This reliance on several critical ‘knife-edge’ assumptions is
argued to be the weakness of Schumpeterian models. Laincz & Peretto (2006) prove that product variety
is indeed in proportion to population similar to how population growth is in proportion to its size, but the
linearity critique still applies to assumptions about firm level growth. Temple (2003) argues that ‘knife-edge’
assumptions are merely tools to simplify the analysis into tractable models and that the power of a model
should rest on its ability to reflect real world evidence. Romer (1994) is even explicit about this. In this
sense, Schumpeterian models shouldn’t be rejected on the basis of modeling assumptions if evidence can be
found in favor of their prediction that support for R&D does indeed support long run growth. This evidence
now appears overwhelming, but the dispute between restrictive assumptions and empirical evidence has
continued.

3.4

4G endogenous growth without scale effects

Peretto (2018) resolves both of these criticisms with market responses that achieve linearity in the steady
state and only in the steady state, thereby not relying on any assumed linearity or proportional product
proliferation. By defining each generation according to the techniques used to negate explosive growth and the
extent of restrictive assumptions, this contribution can be viewed as the first of a fourth generation of models
in which endogenous growth without scale effects is modeled without any linear or knife-edge assumptions
at all. Schumpeterian models may define innovation in ways that are not explicitly linear, but the critique
still applies if linearity is effectively assumed in the growth equation. Similarly, Schumpeterian models
may specify a market mechanism to define market structure such that product proliferation is effectively
proportional to the endowment, but still require a linearity assumption in the growth equation itself (see
for example Peretto (1998) and Laincz & Peretto (2006)). But the distinctive characteristic of 4G models is
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that growth remains fully-endogenous without any linear assumptions at all.
In this class of models, starting with Peretto (2018), the f described in the linearity critique above is not
constant but the equilibrium outcome of market responses to X that becomes constant in the steady state
and only in the steady state. That is, f is a function of X itself and other things that becomes constant
and independent of X in the steady state. In Schumpeterian models, f is always independent of X, so is
effectively assumed constant with respect to X. Peretto (2018) uses the function
f≡

Aκ−1 L
N 1−σ

(9)

to describe non-linear product proliferation (in which X = N ) in response to both population growth and
(excessive) increasing returns to quality, and to describe non-linear quality improvement (in which X = A),
where κ ≥ 1 and σ < 1 measure returns to quality and variety respectively. As a result, the growth rates
of variety and quality are themselves non-linear functions of f which is also non linear in the combination
of the two (since σ + κ 6= 1). The only requirement is a standard free entry and no arbitrage rule in the
steady state such that investment in either an improvement or a new variety always yields a standard rate
of return.
The model in Peretto (2018) is able to generalize all earlier generations. If entry were particularly
attractive (σ ≥ 1) the model degenerates to the standard Romer (1990) model with a scale effect such that
growth is simply a result of increasing variety and a preference for variety. Similarly, for κ = 1 the model
is the standard Schumpeterian model with its linear requirement on returns to knowledge. In this way, the
Schumpeterian model can be thought of as a special case where the linear ‘critique’ is simply a modeling
trick to avoid dealing with explosive growth from excessive increasing returns. Finally, the semi-endogenous
case is also nested in the 4G model twice. Firstly, if parameters are defined such that start-up costs for new
varieties of average quality are too low then the rate of return from investing in new varieties could still
exceed the rate of return from investing in quality improvements in the steady state. In this corner solution,
no quality improvement occurs in the steady state and new varieties are only the result of population growth
as in the semi-endogenous model.9 Secondly, if quality improvements are increasingly difficult to discover
such that κ < 1, then the logic follows that researching quality improving ideas would eventually cease such
that any new varieties only match existing quality and growth is simply a result of increasing variety due to
population growth. The requirement of no improvements to existing varieties seems particularly strict, but
the invention of entirely new varieties is perhaps more semantic. On the other hand, if quality improvements
are increasingly easy to find (κ ≥ 1), but entrants compete away the excessive profits associated with
those improvements, then it follows that non-explosive endogenous growth is sustained indefinitely. The
parameters that define each generation within Peretto (2018) are described by Figure 3. As a result, the
linearity critique is no longer a valid weakness for models of fully-endogenous growth.
[Figure 3 here]
The technique used in 4G models is a repetition of the free entry and imperfect competition technique
applied now to ‘excessive’ increasing returns to the scale of innovation. In much the same way as entry
constrains the impact of increasing returns on prices, the entry of new ideas constrains the impact of excessive
increasing returns or population on the production of ideas. In Schumpeterian models the technique was
incomplete since it applied only to variety expanding ideas due to population growth and required a linear
assumption to prevent excessive increasing returns on quality improving ideas. The newest generation of
models goes one step further by allowing entry to constrain the impact of increasing returns on the production
of variety expanding ideas due to population and the impact of excessive increasing returns in the production
of quality improvements.
Recognizing that this new approach is uniquely different to earlier generations, this class of models
is referred to here as the ‘4G’ class of fully-endogenous growth models without scale effects. The unique
characteristic of the new class of models is that some logical market mechanism achieves the required linearity
in the steady state and only in the steady state without relying on the placement of an assumption about
the particular form of a differential equation.
In particular, Peretto (2018) identifies that quality improving innovations generate an opportunity for
product proliferation by expanding the size of the market for all suppliers. Product proliferation and changes
in demand are market responses to match the effect of any non-linearity from quality improvement, taming
excessive returns to achieve linearity in the steady state and only in the steady state as well as negate the
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scale effect. That is, the market does not allow quality improvements to sustain excessive returns, with new
varieties emerging in response to quality improving innovations and in response to changes in population.
As a result, these models imply that the linearity assumptions of Schumpeterian models are merely
simplifying rather than a factual description of knowledge production. In this way, the linear assumptions
in Schumpeterian models are merely a technicality that limits their application in a particular way, rather
than a strong criticism. As a result, this class of models offers a resolution to the long running dispute about
how to correctly remove scale effects from models of endogenous growth by reducing the linearity critique
to a mere technicality.
3.4.1

Other 4G mechanisms

Such mechanisms do not only have to respond to ‘excessive’ increasing returns. Some mechanisms could also
respond to ‘insufficient’ increasing returns if there is diminishing returns to particular factors for innovation.
For example, Aghion & Howitt (1998, ch. 12) offer two such mechanisms to counteract diminishing returns
to the knowledge stock to help justify the required linearity. In their model capital and technological progress
also augment R&D. In the first mechanism, induced capital deepening offsets diminishing returns to R&D and
in the second, technological progress increases labor productivity for both production and R&D. Growth
remains fully-endogenous because capital accumulation and the knowledge stock grow at the same rate,
despite diminishing returns in each individually. While ‘augmented technological change’ could be thought
of as a 4G mechanism, Aghion & Howitt (1998, ch. 12) still effectively assume linearity. Similarly, product
proliferation is assumed constantly proportional to population size. In this way, Aghion & Howitt (1998,
ch. 12) is still placed within the Schumpeterian generation but an extended model could fit within the 4G
class. For example, a 4G version might imply that capital deepening and population growth also generate
opportunities for product proliferation by augmenting R&D.
It should be noted that a single mechanism such as product proliferation does not have to explain the
entire source of linearity in the steady state, but the combination of mechanisms should lead to linearity in
the steady state and only in the steady state. In this way, a series of mechanisms, which may have various
impacts at different transition points, achieves fully-endogenous growth while constraining explosive growth
without the use of any ‘knife-edge’ linearity assumptions. Many further market mechanisms could facilitate
linearity if they are a function of X itself and their combination in equilibrium becomes constant in the
steady state.
Many such secondary mechanisms are already introduced in various forms. For example, while Ramondo
et al. (2016) does not remove scale effects, domestic trade costs partially offset the scale effect, representing
a potential mechanism to counteract the scale effect and any non-linearities. That is, excessive increasing
returns to innovation are diminished by congestion and other costs that increase as a result of and in response
to the increased economic activity that is associated with such non-linearities. Aghion et al. (2017) identify
that Baumol’s (1967) cost disease could constrain explosive growth when artificial intelligence becomes an
input to the production function. Baumol (1967) observed that if there is rapid productivity growth in some
sectors then the relatively slow growing sectors become increasingly important to production. As a result,
sectors with high productivity growth shrink as a share of the overall economy. Nordhaus (2008) confirms that
Baumol’s hypothesis is consistent with the modern growth experience since 1948. While Nordhaus (2015)
finds that we are a long way from the so-called ‘singularity’, the identification of Baumol’s cost disease as a
constraint on explosive growth indicates that a similar cost disease mechanism might also lead to linearity
in the steady state in a 4G model. That is, excessive increasing returns in some sectors are constrained by
diminishing returns in other, slow growing but essential sectors. With more than one mechanism, each one
alone does not have to achieve the required linearity but their combination is sufficient. A 4G model with
mechanisms to offset non-linearities from both excessive (Peretto, 2018) and insufficient increasing returns
would allow a universal specification.

3.5

Four generations of differing assumptions

While many techniques have been proposed to remove the scale effect from theoretical models of endogenous
growth, each model is founded on particular assumptions and these assumptions can be categorized around
common themes. This section discusses the role of these assumptions and their implications to support semi-
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or fully-endogenous growth without scale effects.
Jones (1995a); Kortum (1997); Segerstrom (1998) counteract the scale effect by assuming diminishing
returns to knowledge accumulation and retain endogenous growth by assuming linear population growth.
While Jones (1995a) assumes diminishing returns in aggregate knowledge accumulation based on empirical
findings in Jones (1995b), Kortum (1997) assumes diminishing returns to innovation for additional sectors
and Segerstrom (1998) assumes diminishing returns for cumulative quality improvements to each variety.
Intuitively, these models all assume that the simple ideas are easier to find and researchers discover these
so-called ‘low hanging fruit’ first such that future innovations are increasingly difficult to develop. As a
result, any support for additional research effort merely finds the simple ideas faster as technology advances
until increasing difficulty matches the former discovery rate. Any short term boost to growth is counteracted
by diminishing returns to knowledge accumulation in the steady state. While investment in innovation is
endogenous in these models, growth is considered semi-endogenous because research effort has no impact on
the long run growth rate that depends exclusively upon population growth.
Since growth is no longer fully-endogenous, these models almost ignore one purpose for endogenizing
investment in innovation in the first place. If the endogenous investment in effort to develop non-rival
ideas is the driving force behind economic growth, it is intuitive that increased research effort would impact
long run growth rates. Denying this role also leads to a possible misinterpretation of the semi-endogenous
conclusion in order to reject a support role for governments in the innovation system. Proponents of semiendogenous models should be careful to highlight the major point of agreement, that non-rivalry is a source
of market failure. Scale effects are still present in a ‘weak’ form where per capita incomes are a function of
total research effort. That is, economies with greater overall research effort can be expected to have higher
per capita incomes. Although research effort has little impact on long run growth rates, government support
for research is still justified on the basis of these level effects on welfare.
The assumption that the simple ideas are discovered first seems intuitive, but the prediction of a scale
effect in per capita incomes seems unlikely given per capita incomes in high population countries in Asia and
Africa. Jones (2005) points out that institutional differences need to be accounted for, but such tests also
define economies by their borders, while the exchange of ideas as an input to innovation is global. Instead
these semi-endogenous models are really predicting a ‘weak’ scale effect for incomes at either a global level or
a functional economic area level. Accounting for domestic trade frictions partially counteracts the scale effect
(Ramondo et al., 2016) implying a functional area level result, but endogenous growth isn’t the only theory
to predict divergences in per capita incomes by scale. Alternatively, mechanisms such as trade (Krugman,
1980; Eaton & Kortum, 2001, 2002; Melitz, 2003) and spatial mechanisms (Bond-Smith et al., 2018) can also
drive scale effects by functional economic area. Therefore, so-called weak scale effects could be apparent in
the real world, but theoretical models could also aim to understand the mechanisms that drive such a scale
effect rather than assume it within endogenous growth itself.
Schumpeterian models mitigate the empirically-refuted scale effect by assuming that population growth
results in product proliferation, retaining endogenous growth by assuming that the production of innovations
is linear at the firm level. Hence these models also remain subject to the linearity critique. One further
limitation of some Schumpeterian models is that support for R&D only increases growth if it targets research
intensity (Young, 1998) or exclusively targets quality improvements but not pure invention (Dinopoulos &
Thompson, 1998). Furthermore, these initial models are unable to explain the diminishing productivity
to innovation effort relationship identified by Jones (1995b). Howitt (1999) solves this particular issue by
assuming that returns to innovation diminish for additional sectors, such that both population growth and
support for R&D lead to product proliferation into less innovative sectors due to greater research effort, but
R&D subsidies still have a positive effect on growth within each sector that is only partially offset by the
associated diminishing returns of product proliferation. Aghion & Howitt (1998, ch. 12) allow for diminishing
returns to knowledge accumulation, but effectively assume linearity by augmenting research effort with capital
and technology. While overall research effort might imply diminishing returns to knowledge in some form,
these Schumpeterian models are supported by more empirical findings that typical research employment per
firm has remained relatively constant (Laincz & Peretto, 2006). Yet all of these Schumpeterian models are
still faced with the linearity critique, treating linearity as a kind of modeling trick to endogenize growth.
The latest 4G class of models finally solves this linearity issue by designing mechanisms such that linearity
is an equilibrium characteristic in the steady state and only in the steady state as an endogenous response
to innovation itself. As a result, 4G model parameters are not confined to the ‘knife-edge’ assumptions that
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have dominated arguments against the Schumpeterian approach. Furthermore, this development confirms
that assumed linearity is indeed a modeling trick of Schumpeterian models rather than a fact about the true
state of the world or a test used to reject their validity. The appeal of such mechanisms is both its intuition
and its use elsewhere such as the vertical linkages that lead to product proliferation and specialization in
trade models (Venables, 1996; Krugman & Venables, 1996).
These assumptions are summarized in Table 1.10
[Table 1 here]

4

Empirical support

The validity of the each model’s assumptions is critical, but each theory is also only as good as its predictions. This section briefly summarizes the conclusions drawn from empirical studies regarding support for
endogenous growth theories. A more thorough survey and analysis of the estimation strategies and empirical
techniques could be a survey paper of its own and is considered beyond the scope of this article.
There are of course many ways to distinguish between empirical studies. The focus of this article is the
theoretical techniques, so empirical studies are discussed here around two alternative approaches.11 One
strand of research estimates the characteristics of an ideas production function. In doing so, the coefficients
can be used to identify which endogenous growth model seems to best explain rates of innovation by specifically examining the estimated productivity of research inputs. Alternatively a second strand of research
contrasts endogenous growth theories directly by testing their implications. For example, by examining the
relationship between population and growth or the impact of R&D effort on productivity growth.
Both approaches find support for endogenous innovation and while there is some support for semiendogenous growth, the wealth of research supports fully-endogenous growth without scale effects. The
cause of such mixed results is itself a large topic, but the analysis here suggests that it is likely to be a
result of data, measurement and definitional factors. The data inputs all require proxies that have various
measurement issues. Innovations are difficult to define and not consistently recorded. Many innovations go
unrecorded if the idea is not patentable. The impact of each innovation varies substantially. R&D measures
such as expenditure or employment only capture formal research activities and informal research effort goes
unrecorded. Some models aim to predict the long run growth rate, but transitional effects can take some
time to diminish, if ever. Disentangling the long run from transitional growth is highly contingent on the
theoretical model applied. All of these factors make estimates of an innovation productivity function vary
widely.
Such a weakness of empirical growth analysis is also reflected in Paul Krugman’s criticism of the so-called
‘new growth theory’ that “too much of it involved making assumptions about how unmeasurable things
affected other unmeasurable things.” 12 This is an important point in the dispute. Even with empirical
support, such evidence is still weak if data are incomplete and models rely on crude assumptions. This
conclusion is also supported by theoretical discussions that assert such assumptions are merely technicalities
used out of necessity, rather than facts about the true state of the world (Dalgaard & Kreiner, 2003; Temple,
2003; Growiec, 2007). On this basis, this article focuses on critically analyzing the theoretical techniques to
remove scale effects, but good theories are still not developed in isolation of empirical evidence.

4.1

Ideas production function

Ideas production functions have been estimated even prior to the development of semi-endogenous or Schumpeterian models. In fact, Nordhaus (1969) estimates an early ideas production function that was not supported by the data. Later studies find a more reliable specification and can be used to indicate which model
best explains endogenous growth by examining the productivity of the inputs to innovation. Higher quality
studies estimate the function over long periods and include estimates of international knowledge spillovers,
reflecting the internationally non-rival nature of knowledge.
More recent studies that directly analyze the functional form of endogenous growth theories are easier
to interpret. With a functional form of Ȧt = γLλAt Aφt , the linearity critique that φ = 1 can be empirically
tested. Overall, the evidence is mixed with some studies finding that φ < 1 and others finding that the
hypothesis φ = 1 cannot be rejected.
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It is difficult to measure the inputs to the ideas production function directly, so all empirical studies rely
on proxies and approximations. The proxy for knowledge spillovers is typically patents or TFP while the
proxy for effort is R&D spending or R&D workers. In particular, Griliches (1990) argues that patents are
probably the best measure of both innovation output and the knowledge stock.
Jaffe (1986) is probably the first to study the role of knowledge spillovers in R&D using patent data
finding that the productivity of spillovers was less than one, so apparently supporting semi-endogenous
theories. However, it is difficult to interpret these early knowledge production functions in terms of an
endogenous growth theory that did not yet exist.
Porter & Stern (2000) estimate the aggregate ideas production function directly from endogenous growth
models using non-resident patent data finding that ideas production is declining in the world-wide stock
of ideas, but the hypothesis that φ = 1 cannot be rejected. The use of international patents is important
for endogenous growth since knowledge is non-rival, so knowledge spillovers are not necessarily defined by
borders. In absence of international data, some studies use other proxies to represent international knowledge
spillovers such as particular classes of imports. An alternative approach in Furman et al. (2002) considers a
broader question of national innovation capacity across a sample of 17 OECD countries. When using GDP
or GDP per capita to represent the knowledge stock, Furman et al. (2002) find that φ = 1 cannot be rejected,
but a specification using patents finds that φ < 1. Abdih & Joutz (2006) also use two specifications: one
using patents and one that follows Jones (1995b) specification with TFP to represent the knowledge stock.
The first specification finds φ = 1 in favor of fully-endogenous growth while the second specification finds
that φ > 1. In particular, they suggest that the diminishing relationship found by Jones (1995b) really
represents a weak relationship between the knowledge stock and TFP growth, rather than a characteristic
of knowledge production. That is, their results imply that ideas can be explosive even if TFP growth is not.
Recent studies are more conclusive in their respective results, but there is no complete consensus in
favor of one generation or another. Ang & Madsen (2011) produce a range of estimates that typically find
φ = 1 whether research effort is measured by expenditure or workers. Barcenilla-Visús et al. (2014) find
support for semi-endogenous growth but emphasizes the role of R&D support for its transitional effects.
Furthermore, they find partial support for Schumpeterian models to play a role in technology transfer.
That is, for economies behind the technology frontier, support for R&D assists with catching up, increasing
growth rates as technology tends towards the frontier. Countries on the frontier however, are unable to
use support for R&D to boost long run growth rates. Ang & Madsen (2015) use a long historical data set
of patent applications in the US, UK, Germany and Asian Tiger economies from 1870 to 2010 typically
finding that φ ≈ 1 with very low standard errors. While the exact estimates are often just below one, other
coefficients are inconsistent with the semi-endogenous or first generation models, such that findings overall
support the Schumpeterian model. In particular, they find evidence of product proliferation effects and that
expansions of R&D due to population growth were neutralized by increases in product variety, supporting
the Schumpeterian model.
Given the wealth of research, a meta-analysis of empirical studies could be expected to yield insights.
Recently, Neves & Sequeira (2018) summarize the empirical evidence in a meta-analysis on the productivity
of knowledge spillovers and find in favor of semi-endogenous theories over Schumpeterian growth models, yet
their estimate of φ is still very close to one. Neves & Sequeira (2018) also note that their findings would be
overturned if much innovation cannot be recorded as patents. The conclusion suggests that the difficulty to
measure innovation or knowledge could drive support for semi-endogenous growth, rather than imply facts
about the true state of the world. Upon closer inspection of the studies included in the meta-analysis, the
conclusion may be premature. For example, Ang & Madsen (2015) find estimates of φ that are just below
one but still conclude in favour of Schumpeterian growth. A broader treatment of the empirical literature as
summarized here uses a range of other measures to reach a more definitive conclusion and overwhelmingly
finds in favor of fully-endogenous growth.
A summary of the main conclusions of these empirical studies is shown in the first two columns of Table
2.13 The conclusions from several more papers are included in the table, but this is not an exhaustive list.
The conclusions are sensitive to the choice of variable for the knowledge stock. If patents or GDP per capita
represent the knowledge stock, evidence is mixed, but other proxies for the knowledge stock such as TFP
cannot reject the fully-endogenous model.
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4.2

Direct comparison

Given the inherent difficulty measuring knowledge and innovation, a more suitable approach that focuses
on the characteristics of productivity growth could be more useful. These studies consider the expected
stationarity of particular variables and the relationships between variables such as population and growth.
As in studies of the knowledge production function, studies prior to the development of formal endogenous
growth theories can also indicate support for particular endogenous growth models. Early studies note that
there is very little evidence of declining rates of return to R&D (Griliches, 1986, 1990; Sveikauskas, 1990), in
contrast to the later predictions of the semi-endogenous models. Adams & Jaffe (1996) find that firm level
R&D characteristics are the key determinants of productivity growth, diluting aggregate industry returns,
and therefore supporting later Schumpeterian models.
Recent studies that directly compare the theories also tend to support fully-endogenous models. Ha &
Howitt (2007), Madsen (2008) and Ang & Madsen (2011) examine long-run trends of R&D and TFP finding
in favor of Schumpeterian growth models. Ha & Howitt (2007) find that the semi-endogenous model is not
supported by the evidence, because TFP growth has remained constant while the growth rate of R&D has
been decreasing. Instead the Schumpeterian model provides a better explanation for long run growth trends.
Examining the growth equation, Madsen (2008) finds limited support for the semi-endogenous approach and
strong support for the Schumpeterian model. Similar to results for the ideas production function, estimates
are more significant when innovative activity is represented by R&D measures than patents. Ang & Madsen
(2011) find evidence in support for either semi-endogenous or Schumpeterian growth when R&D is measured
by expenditure, but only for the Schumpeterian model when R&D is measured by workers. Examining an
integrated model also finds support for the Schumpeterian model. Ha & Howitt (2007), Madsen (2008) and
Ang & Madsen (2011) also use co-integration tests for the stationarity of particular variables to compare the
two theories, all finding substantial evidence in favor of Schumpeterian models. Sedgley & Elmslie (2010)
also use co-integration tests of productivity trends and include transitional dynamics finding in favor of
fully-endogenous theories.
Yet evidence continues to also be found in favor of the semi-endogenous approach. Jones (2002) argues
that transitional factors such as continually increasing educational attainment and rising research intensity
explain as much as 80 per cent of US growth, with the remaining 20 per cent a result of population growth
through a semi-endogenous idea production function. Most recently, Bloom et al. (2018) show that ideas are
becoming progressively more difficult to discover, supporting the assumptions used in Semi-endogenous models. Yet such a discovery also supports the assumptions used in Howitt (1999), which retains fully-endogenous
growth with increasing R&D effort and population growth by assuming that innovation productivity diminishes for additional varieties.
A summary of the papers discussed here and others is shown in the last two columns of Table 2. The
conclusions from several more papers are included in the table, but this is not an exhaustive list. The conclusions are also sensitive to the choice of approach. Studies examining the trend of innovation productivity
can find mixed results, but studies that examine the overall trend of multiple variables using co-integration
tests find in favor of Schumpeterian models.

4.3

Summary

The table below summarizes the alternative approaches of a sample of articles and whether the findings
support either semi-endogenous or Schumpeterian models, but this is not an exhaustive list. Studies can be
listed more than once, if the evidence is mixed.
The evidence in favor of fully-endogenous growth is now overwhelming. Mixed results seem to be largely
caused by empirical and measurement techniques. Continued debate and counter-evidence is largely fueled
by theoretical issues. Hence the review and analysis of the theoretical techniques surveyed in this article is
an important step to resolving the dispute.
[Table 2 here]

4.4

4G models

Schumpeterian models can be considered a special case of the 4G class, such that evidence in favor of fullyendogenous Schumpeterian growth also supports 4G models. The distinguishing characteristic of 4G models
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is that linearity is a characteristic only of the steady state, as a result of some market response mechanism.
Instead of attempting to validate or criticize Schumpeterian over semi-endogenous models, empirical research
can now turn to estimating the impact of the various market mechanisms that achieve linearity in the steady
state. While this latest generation of endogenous growth models without scale effects is perhaps too young to
already be the subject of rigorous empirical scrutiny, some studies may indirectly imply specific components
that could be included as mechanisms that form this new class of fully-endogenous growth models without
scale effects.
In particular, Laincz & Peretto (2006) provide support for the product proliferation mechanism later
used in Peretto (2018). In this paper Laincz & Peretto (2006) suggest that aggregate measures of R&D
employment misrepresent the empirical predictions of Schumpeterian models. Instead, they find that R&D
effort per firm has not increased over time so and does indeed spread out across more firms due to product
proliferation.
Product proliferation does not have to be the only mechanism that achieves linearity. For example,
Ramondo et al. (2016) show how trade frictions partially tame the predicted scale effect. More specific
mechanisms such as transport prices, port capacities and congestion costs also likely contribute to mitigating
scale effects at some functional economic area level. This highlights the key achievement of this fourth
generation of models, in that research can now focus on both the mechanisms that achieve linearity and the
mechanisms that lead to any observed scale effect at the economic area level such as agglomeration economies
(Bond-Smith et al., 2018).

4.5

Other factors

In recent periods, productivity growth appears to have slowed, despite increases in technology. The so-called
‘productivity paradox’ is often characterized by quoting Robert Solow’s remark that “You can see the computer age everywhere but in the productivity statistics.” 14 While the productivity paradox is sometimes seen
as evidence for semi-endogenous growth theories, many studies also indirectly dispute the suggestion that
ideas are becoming harder to find by emphasizing other factors that contribute to the recent growth experience of many countries. For example, several studies focus on diminishing returns to capital accumulation
(De Long & Summers, 1991; Mankiw et al., 1992; Young, 1995) which applies in all its forms including human capital. Alternatively, a recent series of papers implies that ideas have always been difficult to find and
that the growth experience since the industrial revolution is due to a series of one off events, which might
now be coming to an end (Gordon, 2016; Madsen, 2018). For example education rates and female labor
force participation eventually reach saturation, preventing increases in these components from contributing
further to economic growth rates.

5

A dispute resolved?

After four generations of endogenous growth theory, this long running dispute may now be finally resolved.
The key critique that has stimulated the dispute is resigned to a mere technicality by the latest 4G class of
models with little limitation on model parameters (Peretto, 2018). This section discusses the implications if
the scale effects dispute is now resolved.

5.1

Endogenous growth theories

Peretto’s (2018) resolution to the scale effects dispute allows a reinterpretation of Schumpeterian modeling
techniques. In particular, the assertion that the so-called ‘knife-edge’ assumption of linearity is a modeling
necessity rather than an empirical requirement (Dalgaard & Kreiner, 2003; Temple, 2003; Growiec, 2007) is
confirmed. Linear assumptions are only a simplifying tool in Schumpeterian models, rather than a statement
of fact about the true state of the world that can be used as a test of their validity. Linear assumptions are not
required for fully-endogenous growth without scale effects if linearity is achieved as an equilibrium outcome
in the steady state and only in the steady state. Therefore, the key critique that Schumpeterian models rely
on knife-edge assumptions is rendered meaningless, as it only facilitates how the results of fully-endogenous
growth models should be interpreted, rather than their validity. On this basis, critiques of Schumpeterian
models fail on two counts. Firstly, the linearity critique applies only to specific simplifying assumptions
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rather than the real world nature of fully-endogenous growth that is implied by Schumpeterian models. And
secondly, the weight of empirical evidence supports the positive impact of support for research effort, at least
over any reasonable, measurable period.
In 4G models, acceptable parameter values for fully-endogenous growth without scale effects are no longer
restricted to a ’knife-edge’ but a ‘wide highway’ of possible calibrations (Peretto, 2018). On this basis,
Peretto (2018) offers a substantial development beyond Schumpeterian models. Both semi-endogenous and
4G models rely on alternative sides of a ’cliff edge’ assumption about whether φ is greater than or less than
one. But the development of 4G models is possibly broader than that. If market mechanisms in new 4G
models can be established that also respond to innovations which are less than linear in order to achieve
linearity in the steady state, the ‘cliff edge’ of Schumpeterian models becomes a horizon with no upper or
lower bound on assumed parameter values to achieve fully-endogenous growth without scale effects.

5.2

A maturing of modeling techniques

There are many ways in which each generation can be identified as distinctly different from earlier models,
but the synthesis here identifies the development of modeling techniques along three conceptual themes.
Firstly, first generation, Schumpeterian and 4G models can be thought of as repeating the standard
modeling techniques to constrain the impact of increasing returns, but each generation applies it in a further
dimension. Increasing returns lead to substantial changes in how economists think about, competition,
equilibrium, prices and output throughout economics. This had a major impact on international trade
(Krugman, 1979), development (Krugman, 1992), economic growth (Romer, 1990) and economic geography
(Krugman, 1991). The analysis here suggests that the application of increasing returns to the concept of
ideas has followed a similar developmental pattern that has now reached maturity. This application goes
beyond equilibrium prices to understand its impact on the production of ideas, because ideas are a non-rival
input to and output from innovation. Adding invention to the standard neoclassical model, Nordhaus (1969)
identifies that free entry for inventors means the cost of invention uses the entire monopoly profit from
successful invention. For first generation models, free entry and imperfect competition allows increasing
returns at the firm level and constrains its impact on equilibrium prices, avoiding the need to assume
perfect competition. But linear assumptions about the nature of growth and restrictive assumptions about
population are required to avoid explosive growth. In Schumpeterian models, the entry of variety-expanding
ideas in response to population growth constrains the impact of increasing returns on the aggregate scale
of research effort by spreading it more thinly, avoiding the need to assume linear population growth and
retaining fully-endogenous growth. But the model requires an assumption of constant (linear) returns to the
scale of the knowledge stock in each variety to find quality improving innovations in order to avoid explosive
growth. Peretto (2018) takes the entry technique one dimension further such that the entry of new varieties
in response to excessive returns enables increasing returns to both the scale of population and the scale of
cumulative quality improvements while constraining the impact of increasing returns on steady state growth
without the need for any linear assumptions at all.
Secondly, semi-endogneous and 4G models differ from first generation and Schumpeterian models because
constant or linear returns to the scale of production of new ideas is a characteristic of the balanced growth
path or steady state rather than a result of particular linear assumptions. This is particularly appealing
because linearity is a characteristic of equilibrium that emerges endogenously.
Thirdly, the different approaches vary by the extent that restrictive or simplifying assumptions remain
to negate the impact of the scale effect if the particular modeling technique is insufficient. First generation
models must assume that there is no population growth and assume linear returns to the cumulative scale
of knowledge to avoid explosive growth. Semi-endogenous models assume linear population growth and
diminishing returns to the cumulative scale of knowledge. In a semi-endogenous model with horizontal and
vertical innovation dimensions, product proliferation must be assumed to be more than linear to population
growth to avoid explosive growth if returns to knowledge are greater than linear. Schumpeterian models
assume linear returns to the cumulative scale of knowledge at the sector level and require product proliferation
to be proportional to population growth. Given the absence of any linear or diminishing returns assumptions
at all in Peretto (2018), the dispute over scale effects in the theory of endogenous growth may be finally
reaching a conclusion.
This synthesis also implies that the various generations of theories should be thought of as a standard ma-
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turing of modeling techniques. In much the same way as earlier neoclassical growth models used technological
change to mitigate diminishing returns to capital in order to sustain growth, the assumption of diminishing
returns to the scale of cumulative knowledge in semi-endogenous models mitigates increasing returns to the
scale of research effort. Similarly, assumptions of perfect competition allowed equilibrium prices to be found
in neoclassical models in the absence of suitable techniques to model imperfect competition in much the
same way as assumed linear quality improvements allow endogenous growth in Schumpeterian models in
the absence of Peretto’s (2018) product proliferation mechanism. The neoclassical growth model remains a
powerful tool for examining growth despite these simplifying assumptions and an improved understanding
of technological change.
Viewed in this way, it seems that knife-edge assumptions are simply modeling tricks that are also not
necessarily critical to each models’ findings, but may simply limit its application. Paul Romer is even explicit
about this. In describing the historical use of assumptions such as linearity, Romer (1994) describes that
Romer (1986) was robust to a variety of specifications where φ > 1, in much the same way as Peretto (2018),
but that it required additional and unnecessarily sophisticated mathematical analysis that studied the phase
plane of the nonlinear differential equation system rather than solving a simple linear differential equation.
On this basis, Romer (1990) pursued elegance with a simple special (linear) case. In this way, Peretto (2018)
can also be thought of as endogenous growth theory now completing a full circle, but the addition of ideas
in two dimensions reduces the mathematical sophistication issue to the standard optimization problem.

5.3

Recent empirical studies

Recent empirical studies may help to understand the 4G mechanisms that achieve linearity in the steady
state. Acemoglu & Restrepo (2017, 2018) contend that population decline may be accelerating productivity
growth by stimulating the adoption of automation technologies. This implies the invention and expansion
of new sectors in response to non-linearities in population growth. It is not so surprising that such processes
would also apply to other non-linearities that affect productivity growth. In this case, population decline
increases the rate at which established industries exit the market to be replaced by new technologies. In this
way, industry churn could represent a further 4G mechanism. This implies the importance of searching for
evidence of the market responding to all non-linearities that affect growth. These will provide clues to the
market mechanisms, such as product proliferation, that achieve linearity in the steady state.
In a similar manner, the findings in Bloom et al. (2018) that ideas are becoming harder to find is perhaps
evidence of a process of decline for established industries but not new industries. The focus on individual
sectors may mask product proliferation from new sectors that are not measured by Bloom et al. (2018).
These empirical studies offer insights into the types of mechanisms that could both cause and correct for
non-linearities for innovation. On this basis, a reinterpretation of other empirical results may lend support
for the product proliferation mechanism in Peretto (2018), the industry churn mechanism proposed here or
indicate other mechanisms. In light of this, further re-examinations of studies into the relationships between
market structure, industry characteristics and technological change offers researchers an avenue to identify
further 4G mechanisms that endogenously achieve linearity in the steady state.

6

Concluding remarks

Four generations of endogenous growth theory represent a cumulative process of new economic knowledge in
much the same way as Romer’s (1990) model predicted. Each generation incrementally builds upon earlier
ideas. In particular, this article shows that expanding ideas about growth can be interpreted as a repackaging
of old ideas in new ways. This repackaging shows how knowledge is explosive, even if TFP growth is not.
The important factor is understanding how ideas translate into productivity growth.
The dispute over how to handle explosiveness is a particularly interesting dimension of this now broad
field of research. The analysis here suggests that growth theory has followed a repeated developmental
pattern that now applies solutions to solve for equilibrium under increasing returns to the concept of idea
production. By synthesizing these developments into four generations of endogenous growth models this
article has shown that growth theorists may be reaching a concluding chapter in this long running debate.
Finally resolving such a long running dispute requires several factors to align. While product proliferation
has a strong micro-foundation, such 4G mechanisms require empirical scrutiny to confirm their role in
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aggregate, both through new studies and through a re-interpretation of existing studies. Agreement between
researchers also requires avoiding the political motives that may have lead to misinterpretations of theoretical
growth models (Romer, 2015). Indeed the advantage of this latest generation of models is that researchers
no longer need to be distracted by simplifying technical assumptions.
At the same time, ideas lead to new ideas. Researchers should not settle for individual mechanisms to
achieve linearity in the steady state as there are likely to be other components. This leads the so-called new
growth theory in an all new direction. Researchers can now focus on both searching for and understanding
the market responses to innovation which achieve linearity as a steady state outcome that mitigates excessive
or insufficient returns to innovation, rather than arguing over modeling technicalities. This also allows the
addition of micro-detail to understanding innovation and endogenous market structures as well as the policy
implications of such detail. In doing so, new perspectives of economic growth phenomena such as the impact
of population aging(Acemoglu & Restrepo, 2017, 2018) will become apparent because the focus of research
can shift away from discussing modeling technicalities.
In an early survey regarding the development of Endogenous Growth (Romer, 1994), Paul Romer states
that “It is likely that this pattern [of theory development] will repeat itself...” It now seems that a similar pattern did indeed repeat. Increasing returns in the ideas production function has gone from being
constrained by linearity, to constrained by diminishing returns to knowledge, to expanding ideas and constrained by linearity at the industry level, to an explicit model of expanding ideas in all directions. In many
ways the concept of explosive ideas has been well recognized. The confusion lies in the relationship between
the non-rivalry of ideas and its transmission to TFP growth. On this there is perhaps still a long way
to go. Techniques remain poorly developed for endogenous growth models to include the multifarious and
often immeasurable component embodied by ideas. Other perspectives and measures of knowledge, such as
relatedness (Boschma, 2005; Frenken & Boschma, 2007; Neffke et al., 2011; Figueroa et al., 2018), complexity
(Hidalgo & Hausmann, 2009; Balland & Rigby, 2017), nestedness (Bustos et al., 2012), diversification (Neffke
et al., 2018), specialization (Feldman & Audretsch, 1999), diffusion (Keller, 2004) and spillovers (Audretsch
& Feldman, 1996) as well as their combinations (Balland et al., 2018) are also required to incorporate the
concept of non-rival ideas into standardized growth theory while avoiding or negating modeling issues such as
scale effects. With such a research agenda, Charles Jones’s comment that “it may be difficult to compensate
[Paul Romer] adequately for the knowledge spillovers” 15 seems a very fitting description of the continued
effort to build upon Paul Romer’s idea about new ideas.

Notes
1 Constant growth in the semi-endogenous model is a result of a linear assumption regarding population growth, but this
function is not controversial since it is generally accepted that population grows in proportion to its size.
2 William Nordhaus (2018) Nobel Prize in Economics Press Conference, Yale University, Streamed live on 8 October, 2018,
https://youtu.be/zQw-TJxfl-Q, accessed 6 March 2019.
3 Kremer (1993) shows that there is perhaps such a scale effect in the very long run. Galor & Weil (2000) describe three
regimes over the course of history in which the scale effect characterizes Malthusian and Post-Malthusian regimes but not
modern economic growth.
4 See for example, Zachariadis (2003); Griffith et al. (2004); Laincz & Peretto (2006); Ha & Howitt (2007); Ulku (2007);
Madsen (2008, 2010); Madsen et al. (2010); Ang & Madsen (2011); Sedgley & Elmslie (2010); Greasley et al. (2013); Bollard
et al. (2016). This is not an exhaustive list.
5 See for example, Jones (1999, 2002); Jones (2009, 2010); Barcenilla-Visús et al. (2014); Bloom et al. (2018). This is not an
exhaustive list
6 Paul Romer (2016) Economic Growth, https://paulromer.net/economic-growth/, accessed 6 March 2019.
7 See Jones (1999) and Dinopoulos & Thompson (1999) for earlier comparisons of ‘first generation’ endogenous growth models,
‘semi-endogenous’ growth models and ‘Schumpeterian’ endogenous growth models without scale effects.
8 Jones (1997) is technically a fully-endogenous model without scale effects through endogenous fertility, but the innovation
function is the same as the standard semi-endogenous model. As the engine of long-run growth is only endogenous fertility it
is grouped with semi-endogenous models.
9 The semi-endogenous case results if either of two inequalities fails in Peretto (2018, p. 56). These two requirements for
endogenous growth can be rearranged as specific requirements on the start-up cost parameter of all new varieties. The intuition
for the effect of both of these inequalities on equilibrium is the same: that variety-expanding ideas have greater returns than
quality improving ideas.
10 These papers of course show substantially more nuance and insight than discussed here. Nor is this an exhaustive list of
papers that develop endogenous growth models without scale effects. The table and discussion are intended to focus on the key
assumptions used in seminal papers to remove the scale effect.
11 Thank you to an anonymous referee for this suggested framework.
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12 See Krugman, P. (2013) ‘The New Growth Fizzle’, The Conscience of a Liberal, The New York Times, August 18, 2013.
Available at https://krugman.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/08/18/the-new-growth-fizzle/, accessed 7 September 2018.
13 The meta-analysis in Neves & Sequeira (2018) is not included in the table, because it includes regressions with both patents
and non-patent indicators as the knowledge stock.
14 Solow, Robert M. (1987) ‘We’d better watch out’, New York Times (July 12), Book Review, 36.
15 Jones, C. (2018) ‘New ideas about new ideas: Paul Romer, Nobel laureate’, Vox, available at https://voxeu.org/article/newideas-about-new-ideas-paul-romer-nobel-laureate, acccessed 15 October 2018.
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(a) Relationship between growth and population size

(b) Growth over time with population growing

Figure 1: The scale effect in first generation models

(a) Innovation productivity with a growing population

(b) Innovation productivity over time with a growing population

Figure 2: Diminishing innovation productivity in ‘Semi’-endogenous growth models
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Figure 3: Parameter requirements of each generation of endogneous growth models
*The semi-endongeous case results for particular specifications in which either of two inequalities fails. See Peretto (2018, p.
56).
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Assumptions to remove scale effect

Additional

Linearity critique

assumptions
Expanding
variety in
response to
population

Semi-endogenous
growth
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Schumpeterian
endogenous
growth

4G endogenous
growth

Expanding
variety in
response to
vertical
innovation

Diminishing
returns to

Diminishing
returns to

knowledge
accumulation in
aggregate

knowledge
accumulation by the
firm

Diminishing
returns to
knowledge
in additional

Growth

sectors

!

Jones (1995a)
Kortum (1997)
Segerstrom (1998)
Li (2000)

!

Young (1998)**
Howitt (1999)
Peretto (1998)

!
!
!

Dinopoulos &
Thompson
(1998)**

!

Peretto (2018)

!

Population

!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!*

!
!
!
!

!

?*

NA

NA

Table 1: Summary of endogenous growth models without scale effects and their assumptions
*Howitt (1999) includes diminishing returns to innovation in additional sectors, rather than knowledge accululation. This achieves diminishing returns to population growth as
identified by Jones (1995b), rather than to remove scale effects per se. Scale effects are removed by expanding product variety with population. This assumption would also be
possible in Peretto’s (2018) model.
** While proportional support for R&D has no effect on long run growth in these models, growth is still conisidered fully-endogenous because growth is supported by R&D
subsidies that target (1) research intensity or (2) quality improvements, but not new varieties.

Approach*
Idea production function
Patents as the knowledge
stock
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Support**

Semi-endogenous

Fully-endogenous
(Schumpeterian or
4G)

Jaffe (1986);
Furman et al. (2002);
Luintel & Khan (2009);
Barcenilla-Visús et al.
(2014).
Adams & Jaffe (1996);
Porter & Stern (2000);
Hu & Mathews (2005);
Hu & Mathews (2008);
Ulku (2007);
Ang & Madsen (2015);
Madsen (2016);
Luintel & Khan (2017).

Non-patent data as the
knowledge stock
Hu & Mathews (2005);
Hu & Mathews (2008).

Furman et al. (2002);
Furman & Hayes (2004);
Abdih & Joutz (2006);
Ang & Madsen (2011).

Contrast theories directly
Long run trends

Co-integration tests

Jones (1999);
Jones (2002);
[Ben] Jones (2009);
[Ben] Jones (2010);
Bloom et al. (2018).
Griliches (1986);
Griliches (1990);
Sveikauskas (1990);
Zachariadis (2003);
Zachariadis (2004);
Laincz & Peretto (2006);
Ha & Howitt (2007);
Ulku (2007);
Madsen (2008);
Madsen (2010);
Madsen et al. (2010);
Ang & Madsen (2011);

Ha & Howitt (2007)
Madsen (2008)
Sedgley & Elmslie (2010)
Madsen et al. (2010)
Ang & Madsen (2011)

Madsen (2016).

Table 2: Summary of Empirical studies
* Studies may be shown more than once if multiple approaches were used.
** Support is categorized by the main conclusions of the article with respect to semi- or fully-endogenous growth (if given). For studies without conclusions related to the form
of endogenous growth, the author’s interpretation of the results is used to classify the article. Studies can appear more than once if results were mixed.
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